
Class V Sanghamitra School
Holiday H.W for Christmas

English: Do the given worksheet to revise the
topics for P.T-5{1 Hour}

Science: Learn and write Les:2 - Soil Erosion and
conservation 1 to 5 QjAns from C-W in Hw
1 time
to revise for P.T-5{30 minutes}

Math: Do sums {S to 10} from the given worksheet
in H.W to revise for P.T-5{30 minutes}.

Social: Learn and write Le-5 Civic life definitions.
Q and Ans {2,4,5} from C.W in H.W 1 times.
To revise for P.T-5{30 minutes}.

Hindi: Learn and write Le: 11 {3 & 4} Q & Ans
from C.W, from T.B Pg.86,87 bits{all-4} in
H.W neatly

Note: Do the given worksheet on measurement
to understand the concept better.
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COMMON FOOD PARTITIVES

Q:1 When you go shopping, don't forget to buy a of bread.

a) Dozen b) Loaf

Q:2 This of groceries is very heavy. Could you please help me carry it?

a) Bottle b) Bag

Q:3 Where is the of jam?

a) Jar b) glass

Q:4 Would you like a of soda with your hamburger?

a) can b) pot

Q:51' d like a large of orange juice, please.

a) Jar b) glass

Q:6 It's easy to make a sandwich. First just get two of bread.

a) bowls b) slices

Q:7 They bought a bag of apples and a of bananas at the supermarket.

a) glass
'<,

b) bunch

Q:8 Don't f~rget to buy a eggs when you go to the store!

a) Dozen b) bowl

'.

11 PREPOSITIONS OF TIME: AT fiN f ON

1. He always gets up seven o'clock in the morning.

2. Our flight to London leaves the second of July.

3. My grandfather was born 1953.

4. In Canada, it always snows winter.

5. That store isn't open Sunday mornings.

6. Hurry up! The train will leave a few minutes.

7. My brother often goes swimming the weekend.

8. Our Classes finish at three. the afternoon

9. I sometimes get up sunrise and do exercise.

10. What time do you go to bed__ night?



Ill. Write a tetter to the principal requesting him for a class party.

Obj: To Revise for P.T-5
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[ When measurements need not be exact, lengths can be estimated in non-standard units, such as with
paperclips and the palm of the hand]

1) A 'digit' is the width of your index finger at the top joint where it bends.
a) A Spoon
b) A Math Book

2) A "Palm" is the width of your Palm. How many Palms long is:

a) Your Textbook
b) A Ruler "

3) A "Span" is the length from the tip of your small finger to the tip of your thumb when your hand is
wide open. How many spans long is:

a) A School Bag
b) A Door

_, 4) Measure the following everyday items in non-standard units:

Wooden Spoon

Ruler

Eraser

PaperClips
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1) The wooden spoon is about rulers long.
2) The ruler is about paperclips long.
3) Two Erasers are about Paperclips long.
4) The wooden spoons are about erasers long.

5) The Penguin family is part of the winter parade. They need to line up from the shortest to the tallest.
Give them a hand. Hint: Use a ruler to measure each penguin. Label each penguin with its height.

PAUL

Height __ cm

A.··.·.'.· ...V
PETER PArry PETUNIA

Write the name of each Penguin in order of their heights, from the shortest to the tallest
"

Height, cm Height, cmHeight __ cm



\,

Note:

~ Read the ruler from left to right.
I-------~

••

~ Place the starting point of the object at 0 while measuring.

1. Write the measure represented in the box.

a)

b)

a)

2. How long is each bar? Answer in centimetres.

-cm.

b)

___ Cm. Hint:

When object is not
.placed at 0 check, count
the number of units to
measure the objects.

c)
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Sanghamitra School
Class: V Practice worksheet
Objective: To revise the taught concept.
1. Find the percentage of the following:

(a) ~ (b) 15 out of20 (c) 18 (d) ~ (e) 14 (f) 75 out of300
10 50 100 25

(g) 0.45 (h) 0.82 (i) 33.3 G) 5.65 (k) 143.2 (l) 0.95

2. Write the following percentages as decimals and fractions in its simplest form:

(a) 45% (b) 150% (c) 24%

(e) 28 % (f) 36 % (g) 42 %

3. Find the quantity of the following:

(a) 12 % of 84 (b) 45 % of 240

(e) 50% of ~ 2000 (f) 18 % of 6 kg

4. Find the percentage of the following:

(d) 55%

(h) 18 %

(c) 60 % of 300 (d) 5% of 2 km

(g) 35 % of 71

(a) 500 ml of 51 (c) 180 out of300 (d) 200 m of 10 km(b) 150 g of3 kg

5. In a class of 60, 40% are boys, then fmd the strength of boys and girls.
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6. 1200 students appeared for a test, 90% of students passedrhe test, then find the number of
students failed.

7. A shop keeper offered 20% discount on a dress of cost ~ 2500. Find the offered amount.

8. In a class of 80, 50 are boys, then find the girls percentage.

9. The cost of oil per litre is 80% and increased 5% on it. Find the new price of oil.

10. A class of 120 students 75% students participated in an activity. Find the number of

students who did not participate.

11. Construct bar graph for the following data)nformation about the number of visitors who

came to Agra in the first week of January.

Days of the week Mon Tue Wed thru Fri Sat Sun

Number of visitors 60 5 30 20 40 10 45

12. Construct bar graph:

Name of the student Ajay Vinay Yashvitha Ruthvika Charith

WeiGht of the student 30 35 25 20 45
I


